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ISOLATING VALVE

ISOLATE WITH SCREW DRIVER
Radiator Isolating Valve

Statement of Product

This product is designed for new installed / new build central heating system/upgrade on the radiators. Enables you to isolate a radiator and remove it with out draining down the system or turning the heating system off. However, if you wanted to install it into an old system, you would have to amend the pipe work to fit to the radiator valves.

Advantages of Product

! No need to drain down the central heating system anymore.
! No towels, no trays, no black sludge, no hose pipes no mess.
! No loss of inhibitor which protects the radiators from rusting.
! No more problems decorating behind radiators
! No problem when a plasterer/Decorators needs to work behind a radiator.
! Contractors do not require a plumber to come out saving on costs ££££.
! General public (Home owners) would never have to call a plumber out to drain down the system to remove radiators for any work to take place. And call him back to re install the system to working order.
! This valve can be installed in old central/heating systems when replacing old radiators or if you are just replacing new radiator valves.

In general this product would save time and money to the customer and the contractors.

Statement of Invention

The valve is made from brass, with a half inch bsp thread
With built in isolating valve, and a shaft with a turned thread which inserts into the main valve and sealed with a rubber seal and sealant
Photos of Radiator isolating Valve

In the photos illustrated I have used and modified two different products to show you and give you an idea what the finish product would look like when it is or would be made so if any markings or symbols of any company is shown on this photo it is only an example of what the valve would look like and not the actual finished product.
CLAIMS

! No loss of inhibitor protector.
! No need to drain the central heating system down.
! No need to use hose pipes, no black sludge, no mess.
! No problem when a plasterer/decorator needs to work behind a radiator.
! Contractors need not call out a plumber to remove or drain down a system, saving on time and also cost £££££.
! This valve can be installed in an old heating system, with slight adjustment to the pipe work.
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